T

heir childhood is at risk,
threatened by the daily struggle to
secure enough food, enough
shelter, enough medicine just to survive with little or no access to health care and
education.

ey too lives with their dream

But who hears the cries...?
Who gives more than a passing glance...?
Who cares to notice...?
But you have. Battles are never won alone.
Working for almost three decades, PECUC
has reached over 3 million socially deprived
individuals across the country and working
for their development in the field of social
welfare, health, protection and education.
In this long and successful journey we have
worked together.
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In this mission of MASOOM – Support a
Child Programme, we are sure you will
respond from your soul.
There is no fixed amount for donation,
neither you need to pay any
administration cost. Whatever you give,
money or materials (pen, copy, book,
pencil, eraser, scale, geometry box, test
papers, school bag, water bottle, sports
equipments, school uniform, etc.) will go
direct to the children.
Your love, your care, is what we need to
share... the battle is not over...

Dreams to be someone someday

But....
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Boy from the rugged slum

studies in class X
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solves almost every sum

Working for almost three decades, PECUC
has reached over 3 million socially deprived
individuals across the country and working
for their development in the field of social
welfare, health, protection and education.
In this long and successful journey we have
worked together.
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respond from your soul.
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neither you need to pay any
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money or materials (pen, copy, book,
pencil, eraser, scale, geometry box, test
papers, school bag, water bottle, sports
equipments, school uniform, etc.) will go
direct to the children.
Your love, your care, is what we need to
share... the battle is not over...

wants to become a mathematician

dose not even have a copy to write
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Girl from the remote village
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sings like an angel

very good at studies
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But you have. Battles are never won alone.
Working for almost three decades, PECUC
has reached over 3 million socially deprived
individuals across the country and working
for their development in the field of social
welfare, health, protection and education.
In this long and successful journey we have
worked together.
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administration cost. Whatever you give,
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pencil, eraser, scale, geometry box, test
papers, school bag, water bottle, sports
equipments, school uniform, etc.) will go
direct to the children.
Your love, your care, is what we need to
share... the battle is not over...

wants to become a teacher

walks 3 kilometers daily to a end the school

In this mission of MASOOM – Support a
Child Programme, we are sure you will
respond from your soul.
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most of these students come from under privileged part of the society
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very a entive and regular at school

In this long and successful journey we have
worked together.
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pencil, eraser, scale, geometry box, test
papers, school bag, water bottle, sports
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Your love, your care, is what we need to
share... the battle is not over...

lives with high aspiration

But with no support...
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Children from the lower income group and tribal community

some are outstanding in education, some are in sports
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dreams high

But have no access to higher education or sports
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